ENGINEERED FOR SPEED

DESIGNED TO TAKE YOUR BREATH AWAY

Founded in 2013, Schiller Bikes is pioneering a new frontier in water biking. A hybrid of premium bike-meets-ultra portable
catamaran, the revolutionary S1-C is truly
in a class of its own. With cruising speeds
of 4-5 mph and top speed at over 8 mph,
the S1-C gives people of all ages and athletic abilities an exhilarating bike ride on the
open water for fun,
fitness, and exploration.
Cantile vered over the water, riders have a
unique “glass bottom” view of an aquatic
world below. Designed for salt water, the
S1-C em ploys a proprietary drive train
that enables riders to easily create forward
thrust with a high degree of maneuverability, even in reverse. Featuring Gates Carbon

Drive belts, integrated steering and propulsion, and an array of accessories, the S1-C
delivers a silent, smooth and incredibly fun
cycling experience across the water. Rugged, inflatable pontoons ensure maximum
rider safe ty on the water while also enabling easy stowage of multiple bikes.
The S1-C is ergonomically designed with
interchangeable bike components (saddle,
handlebars, cranks, and pedals) and a variety of color combinations. With nearly one
billion bikes around the globe built for land,
Schiller Bikes is singularly focused on the
majestic rides, trailblazing voyages and incredible sunset spins across the water. Take
the ride of your life and bike a blue planet.

Have fun touring the blue
planet in the best
Water Bike in the World!

A bike like no other, the S1-C defines water cycling. A sublime combination of iconic design and
precision engineering, the S1-C offers a sensational experience on the water.

FRAME
Made of TIG welded anodized aluminium with a powder coating to protect
it against salt water corrosion and for greater durability.
The S1-C´s frame can be customized with colours and prints at an additional
cost.
PERFORMANCE
High performance saddle, handlebars, cranks and pedals The S1-C is silent,
clean and manufactured in California (USA)
OUTDRIVE
Elegant and exciting, the Schiller S1-C Outdrive has an ultra-low drag in the
water. Made of carbon fibre with a high-gloss coating, the S1-C is a step
above the rest. The S1-C outdrive offers cyclists an incredible range of motion and manoeuvrability.

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM FUN
Riding a water bike has never been so fun and easy.
It is part of what defines the Schiller Bikes experience.
Anybody, independent of ability and the sports practised,
can go for an incredibly fun ride in the water.

SUPPORTS UP TO 140 K
The 2” thick frame, holds up to 140 k.
QUICK ASSEMBLY
Less than 10 minutes to assemble and disassemble.
EASY TO STORE
The S1-C allows for easy storage.
TRANSPORTABLE
Our bicycles can be transported within most vehicles
without the need for an exterior rack...

TAKE THE SCHILLER
BIKE TO ANOTHER
LEVEL

Leave the path and approach the shore to explore a completely new world
in your Schiller S1-C. It´s more than
just a water bike, the S1-C is your personal floating platform. Launch your
fishing pole while sitting or standing

up; jump in for a snorkel adventure; birdwatching, taking pictures of
the coast, or simply lean back on the
pontoons or accessory mattress for a
while and relax on a sunny afternoon.

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

FRAME SIZE

HEIGHT RANGE

44.5 cm | 17.5”

142 - 162 cm | 4’8”- 5’4”

60 - 86 cm | 24”- 34”

50.8 cm | 20”

157 - 178 cm | 5’2”- 5’10”

67 - 92 cm | 26.5” - 36. 5”

57.2 cm | 22.5”

175 -195 cm | 5’9”- 6’5”

76 - 100 cm | 30”- 39”

FRAME SIZE

INSEAM

INSEAM

